
 

26,593 Coincidences! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There have been a handful of Coroner’s Inquests in the UK where a person’s cause 

of death has been officially recorded as due to Covid-19 vaccination.  For example, 

the case of Mr Jack Hurn who died in June 2021 from blood clots on the brain, 12 

days after receiving the AstraZeneca Covid jab. 

 

However, is there a much more widespread and sinister issue of Covid-19 vaccine 

associated deaths? An inconvenient complication that will never be mentioned by the 

friendly nurses on “Brian the Bus”, a repurposed mobile unit which tours the Isle of 

Man making it as easy as possible for local residents to be jabbed and certainly not 

even whispered by the smiley faces in the Chester Street Vaccine Hub where bright 

murals playfully adorn the walls welcoming 5 year old vaccine recipients. 



 

In our Latest News item dated 6th July 2022, we referred to 1.7 million reported 

incidents of harm arising from Covid vaccination across Europe.  Some of those 

reported incidents included fatal outcomes. 

 

In the UK, the YELLOW CARD reporting system recorded as at 25th July 2022 a total 

of 2,213 (1,294 AstraZeneca, 808 Pfizer, 62 Moderna and 49 unspecified brand) 

suspected adverse reactions to Covid vaccines in which the patient died shortly after 

vaccination. 

 

In the European Union, the European Medicines Agency (EMA), the body which 

authorises and monitors Covid-19 vaccines, recorded that as at 14th July 2022 the 

total number of cases of suspected Covid-19 vaccine side effects reported as a fatal 

outcome was 10,992 (Pfizer 8,032, AstraZeneca 1,552, Moderna 1,086 and Janssen 

332). 

 

In the USA, the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) provides Covid-19 

vaccine safety data through its Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).   

 

As at 17th June 2022, 13,388 deaths in the USA shortly after Covid vaccination were 

recorded by VAERS. 

 

Based on the above official Government statistics, the combined total number of 

deaths shortly after Covid-19 vaccination in the UK, EU and the USA as at 31st July 

2022 is a truly horrifying 26,593. 

 

This total clearly does not include Africa, Central or South America nor Asia or China 

and obviously this figure is only the total number of fatal outcomes as reported to 

the authorities. Many, many cases are very likely to have gone unreported. 

 

If, for example, a new sleeping pill was authorised and introduced on to the market 

and 593 people, let alone 26,593 people, died a short time after taking it this would 

undoubtedly be considered to be a major international pharmaceutical scandal. Think 

Thalidomide or think deja vu and remember the so called Swine flu pandemic in 1976. 

USA Democratic President Gerald Ford ordered the hasty mass vaccination of every 

man, woman and child in the US and granted pharmaceutical companies an indemnity 

against civil legal action as they rushed to develop a vaccine. However, the 



vaccination rollout was suspended by the CDC after only a few months following 32 

deaths linked to Guillian-Barre Syndrome being reported in persons receiving the 

Swine flu vaccine. 

The parallels 44 years later are remarkable although this time there has not been 

any recall or suspension of the vaccines. On the contrary, the global Covid-19 

vaccination rollout carries on remorselessly. 

 

Governments are keen to stress that the fact that someone who has died after 

receiving Covid-19 vaccination does not necessarily mean that the death was caused 

by the vaccine. 

 

You could be forgiven for thinking this approach is a patently inconsistent.  Because 

on the one hand the UK Government records deaths from Covid-19 as deaths within 

28 days of a positive Covid test result hence the headline statistic that there have 

been 160,485 Covid-19 deaths as at 31st July 2022 in the UK (despite the main cause 

of death often being from a pre-existing condition or something other than Covid-

19). 

 

Whereas on the other hand, if a person dies “within a short time” of receiving a Covid 

vaccine this is not taken as a vaccine related death. 

 

In other words the Government is eager to highlight the supposed relationship 

between the Covid-19 virus and death but extremely reluctant to acknowledge any 

direct link between Covid vaccination and death. According to the authorities, death 

could be just a coincidence. 

 

As a matter of common sense, are these untimely 26,593 deaths really all just 

coincidental? 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-hereford-worcester-61607595 

 

https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/overview/public-health-

threats/coronavirus-disease-covid-19/treatments-vaccines/vaccines-covid-

19/safety-covid-19-vaccines 

 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200918-the-fiasco-of-the-us-swine-flu-affair-of-1976 
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